APPLICATION FORM: PASSENGER PERMISSION

PASSENGER NAME: _______________________________ FORM CLASS: ______

DRIVER NAME: _______________________________ FORM CLASS: ______

LICENCE NUMBER:________________________________

REGISTRATION: __________________________________

MAKE & MODEL : _________________________________

To obtain permission the student is to have read the policy statement below and agree to abide by the conditions stated.

1. A note must be brought from home written and signed by a parent or guardian giving you permission to drive to school.
2. The note must be presented to the Principal, who will approve the application or otherwise;
3. Students are not permitted to drive other students to school unless both sets of parents have written a letter requesting this permission;
4. Students driving to school may be granted permission to park in the staff car park near the tennis courts. They should park in the first spaces from the oval end of the car park facing into the tennis courts;
5. Students are not permitted to go to their vehicles during school time for any reason unless permission has been granted by one of the administration;
6. On no occasion will a student have permission to leave the school grounds in their vehicle during school time. This includes driving to a sporting fixture or other outside school activity;
7. Students who drive irresponsibly or who disregard the wishes of the school will be disallowed from driving to school.
8. Students and a parent/guardian will need to complete and sign a contract regarding this permission.

STUDENT SIGNATURE________________________________ DATE __________

PARENT(S)/GUARDIAN SIGNATURE _________________________________DATE ___________

PRINCIPAL SIGNATURE________________________________ DATE __________